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FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR THE THREE-FIELD STOKES
SYSTEM IN R3: GALERKIN METHODS (*)
by V. RUAS C)
Résumé —Dans cet article, on introduit plusieurs méthodes d'éléments finis, pour ta résolution du système de Stokes à trois champs, associé à l'écoulement de fluides viscoélastiques dans
l'espace à trois dimensions Toutes les méthodes proposées sont fondées sur la formulation de
Galerkin standard, et des résultats complets de convergence à l'ordre un ou deux sont donnés
pour la plupart d'entre elles
Abstract —In this work several new finite element methods for solving the three-field Stokes
System associated with viscoelastic flow problems in three-dimension space are introduced The
methods presented are based on the standard Galerkin formulation, and complete proofs offirst
and second order convergence for the corresponding approximations are given for most of them.

1. PRELIMINAIRES

Before starting the study îtself we first consider in this section some genera!
aspects of the work, together with its motivation. Besides we give hère an
outline of the paper and a list of the notation used in the subséquent sections.
1.1. Introduction

In the framework of the convergence study of lmear variational problems of
non coercive type approximated via finite éléments, one is essentially led to
a stability analysis of the corresponding discrete problem. Two techniques are
basically bemg employed in order to construct stable solution methods. The
first one called here the technique of stable methods is based on the use of the
same Galerkin formulation as for the continuous problem. This approach
requires that the interpolation of the different unknown fields satisfy compatïbility conditions, namely the so-called inf-sup conditions or yet in some cases
the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi conditions. In this case it is often neces(*) Manuscript received March 3, 1995 , revised May 3, 1995
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sary to choose représentations of some of the discrete unknown fields învolvîng locally defined polynormals such as the so-called bubble-functions of the
éléments These play mamly the rôle of ensunng stabihty and in gênerai they
add practically nothing as far as accuracy and order of convergence are
concerned In the second approach called the technique of stabihzed methods
one attempts to satisfy the very same inf-sup conditions with classical piecewise polynomial représentations However in this case the stabihty of the
method is attained through the use of a modified vanational form m the
discrete case by adding some terms which may depend on the mesh step size
In so doing the corresponding methods will be stable if some nu mène al
parameters involved in such formulation satisfy appropnate conditions
This work deals with the approximation of the three-field Stokes System by
the first type of technique For some new methods of the Galerkin-leastsquares type, apphed to the same problem, the author refers to another recent
work of his [35] Let us recall that this System is the lineanzed form of several
non linear problems In particular lts study is essential for denving efficient
approximation methods of the Systems of partial differential équations that
govern viscoelastic flow, since in this case the three unknown fields, namely,
the velocity, the pressure and the extra-stress tensor are helplessly coupled
This study is îllustrated in detail through the convergence analysis of a second
order method for the three-dimensional case treated with tetrahedral meshes,
based on the technique of parametnzed degrees of freedom introduced by the
author about ten years ago Additionally, some new first order methods are
proposed and treated in abbndged form
As ît should be stressed, in the present state-of-the-art both the study and
the use of three-field finite element methods for solvmg this class of problems
are incipient as far as the three-dimensional case is concerned This is
particularly true of methods with a discontinuous pressure Smce this approach
is generally considered to be the most efficient way to satisfy the mass
conservation in the flow, the present work bnngs about a contribution in this
sense, as it deals with methods that f all into this category
Generally speaking, this work attempts to present a number of methods
ïnvolvmg reasonable computational costs for three-dimensional Systems of
this class, in which the number of scalar unknowns is as high as ten
1.2. Motivation
Let us now briefly review the System of partial differential équations that
mainly motivâtes the study carried out in this work, namely the one describing
the flow of a viscoelastic hquid in a région Q of the space considered to be
a bounded open set with boundary dQ These Systems are denved on the basis
of conservation laws of Continuüm Mechanics, complemented with a constitutive law for the fluid assumed here to be of the differential type
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We consider as a model problem only the case of isothermal fiows, and of
stable and incompressible fluids, which means that lts physical and mechanical
charactenstics such as density, viscosity, among other parameters, do not
change with the position of lts particles. It is important to stress that such
circumstances effectively occur in a wide spectrum of applications such as
injection molding with melt polymers among other complex matenals. The
time-dependent, non isothermal and non stable cases may be treated as simple
variants of this basic problem and an illustration of this assertion may be found
in [1]
Now under the above assumptions denoting by u the velocity field, p the
hydrostatic pressure and by r the Cauchy stress tensor of the fluid given by
T = {r y } 3 j = 1

x- a -pi

where I is the ïdentity tensor, and o is the extra stress tensor, in a rather gênerai
way, the motion of the fluid under the action of body forces j

t

is govemed

by the followmg system (cf [7, 11, 18, 37], where x = (xv xv x3) represents
the cartesian coordinates of the space IR

( Momentum Equations )

(1 )

i

T = T = O — pi

div u = 0

( Mass Conservation Law )

(2)

a + S/o a = 2 rj[e( u ) + Bx e( u )]
( Constitutive Law of the Differential Type )(3)
where
—»
—> —»
—> —» T
m e( u ) = [grad u + (grad u ) ]/2 is the stram rate tensor,
• p is the density of the fluid ;
• n is the viscosity of the fluid
®^ i = 0, 1, dénotes an objective matenal denvative (nonlinear) operator
(cf [4]), which means that lts expression is invariant with respect to the frames
which the tensor is referred to
In most of the applications the fluid flow is sufficiently slow or equivalently
the Reynolds number is low (cf [13]), so that the (inertia) term mvolvmg p
vol 30, n° 4, 1996
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may be neglected m équation (1) In so doing, the system of équations that
govern the motion of the viscoelastic hquid in terms of the fields
(er, u, p) (admittmg that law (3) imphes that a is symmetrie) reduces to
- div a + grad p - j
a + 2iï0 G = 2 rj[s( u ) +

e( u )]

(4)

div u = 0
As far as boundary conditions for (4) are concerned, for the sake of
simphcity and omitting eventual conditions on a (see e g [24]), we will
consider the case where the velocity field is entirely presenbed on the
boundary, that is
u = g

on

dQ

(5)

where g is a field satisfying the global conservation property

J dQ

n being the unit outer normal vector with respect to dQ
In any case the three-field Stokes system results from the lineanzation of (4)
in the hmiting case where the terms involving the operators !3Q and 2X may
be neglected Our approach then is the study of approximation methods of the
three-field hnear system
—^
div a - grad p
—?

=-7

in

Q

o = 2 rje{ u )

in

Q

div u

in

Q

—>
u•

on

—>
9

(6)
dQ

aiming at applying them to the case of the non hnear system (4)-(5) Although
we can only conjecture here that any convergent solution method of system (6)
is also convergent when apphed to system (4)-(5), ît is possible to assert on
the basis of Baranger & Sandn' pioneer work (see [6] and références therem),
that at least for Oldroyd models (î e 2}x-a2^
a e 1R + , see e g [11]),
under the conditions allowing the convergence of certain type of finite element
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approximations of system (6), the very same types of approximations converge
as well. This is particularly true of second order triangular éléments that
become actually accurate to the order 3/2 in the nonlinear case [6]. Since we
will study more particularly second order tetrahedral methods for system (6)
one may legitimately conjecture that their convergence properties are maintained in the case of Oldroyd models, although some loss in order of
convergence is to be expected.
1.3. Outline of the paper
As we are going to study finite element methods to solve the three-field
Stokes system (6), we first recall in Section 2 some gênerai results about the
approximation of linear variational problems. Next in the same section we
introducé the variational form under which we will consider system (6) in this
work. More specifically we will deal with the Standard Galerkin formulation
for which we shall search for stable finite element methods. Additionally in
Section 2 we exhibit the conditions to be satisfied by a finite element method
to yield convergent approximations with an appropriate order.
In Section 3 we study in detail a second order stable approximation based
on a finite element method for solving the three-dimensional two-field
(velocity-pressure) Stokes system introduced by the author in [29]. The
method is optimal in terms of the discrete représentations of the three fields,
at least as far as local stability analysis are concerned.
Following this detailed study we briefly present in Section 4 some first order
three-field finite element methods for the Galerkin formulation too.
I A Notation
Before starting our study let us specify the notation used in the text that
cannot be considered as universal. At the same time we recall some classical
définitions related to Sobolev spaces (see e.g. [2]).
Let 5 be a measurable bounded set of U!\ n- 1,2,3, 5 c ^ , and
x = (x p x 2 , ...,x n ) be the space variables related to a cartesian coordinate
system.
• ƒ15 dénotes the restriction to 5 of a function ƒ defined in Q or on a subset
of Ü that contains S.
• (f\g)s dénotes the standard inner product of L2(S) given by
= \f0dS

V/,£eL2(S),

and II . II0 s dénotes the associated norm, i.e., ||ƒ|| 0 s =
vol. 30, n° 4, 1996
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• l^l represents the measure of S, that is,

For m e M, Hm(S) dénotes the usual hilbertian Sobolev space equipped
with the standard inner product denoted by ( . |. )m s and associated
norm denoted by || . ||m s.
For Hm(S) the seminorm involving only the derivatives of order m is
denoted by \v\mS.
S being a sufficiently smooth domain of R", with boundary dS of
piecewise C1 class, Hl0(S) is the closed subspace of Hl(S) eonsisting of
those functions whose trace over dS vanishes a.e., normed by | . \l s
{cf. [8]).
Whenever S is Q itself we shall omit dS in the above intégrais, and
symbol S in the above defined norms, seminorms and inner products.
is the closed subspace of L2(S) of those functions ƒ such that

1
s

V

being

a function

fdS = 0 .

space,

V

dénotes the space

of fields

v = (vvv2,v3)
such that v(e V, / = 1,2,3, and V and \ s dénote
respectively the space of arbitrary and symmetrie tensors {T }f j such
that rtf e V, V i j e {1,2,3}.
u and v being two IR3 valued vector fields, u . v dénotes their
euclidean inner product, that is

2
1=1
i~^i

/

•

| M | =

(

~ *

•

r and cr being two 3 x 3 tensors their inner product and associated norm
are defined by :

M .

"^NI/2

M )

.

(a:<7)1/2
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II • IL,5

naturally extended to the spaces Z? 2 (S),

and

~Êm(S),

~ÊS(S), ~Ê}Ö(S) and to L 2 ( S ) , L ^ S ) , H W (S), etc. as well, which means
that in the définition of the inner product of these spaces the product
appearing in the intégrais are to be replaced by vector or tensor inner
products, respectively.
• E being a normed vector space with norm || . || £ , SE dénotes the unit
sphère of E, namely
SE = {e\e e E

and

\\e\\E=

1} .

• For ~7 e Q and c e R, e > 0, B(~x, e) = {y e Rn/fx

-~y\

< e}.

2. VARIATIONAL FORMS

In this Section we will first present the basic and genera! functional
background which the convergence analysis of the methods to be studied in
the next two sections relies upon. Next we consider the particular case of the
Galerkin formulation used in this work. Without any loss of generality
henceforth we take r\ = 1/2.

2.1. Functional Background
As we will see later on, system (6) will be written in a variational form of
the following type.
Let
(i) Z be a Hilbert space with inner product ( . | . ) z and associated norm

l|.||2;
(ii) a : Z x Z —» R be a continuous bilinear form, which means that
3M > 0 such that

(iii) L : Z —> IR be a continuous linear form.
By définition,
||a|| = sup
vol. 30, n° 4, 1996
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The variational problem to be considered is :
f Find y e Z such that

(y9z) = L(z)

Vz e Z.

For problem ( # ) w e have the following well-known resuit due to Babuska
[5] and extended and refined by Dupire [12].
THEOREM 2.1 ([5, 12]) : Under the assumptions (i)-(ii)-(iii) there exists a
unique solution y to problem (&) if and only if

(iv) 3a > 0 such that y y e Z sup a(y, z) ^ «

z

ze Sz

( v) Vz e 5Z, 3y e Z, such that a(y,z) > 0.

•

Notice that if a is symmetrie, condition (v) is a simple conséquence of
condition (iv).
Suppose that one wishes to détermine approximations yh of the solution y
in a family {Zh}h of finite dimension al spaces that have suitable approximation
properties vis-à-vis Z. The subscript h of the family of spaces is supposed to
sweep a non finite set with the same cardinality as f\l. Assume also that h is
strictly positive and that it varies decreasingly tending to zero.
Although a priori the converse situation would be désirable, in the cases to
be considered in the next section for each h, Zh will not be a subspace of Z
Otherwise stated we will be dealing with non conforming approximations of
y. In this way it is not possible to guarantee in gênerai neither that a is defined
over Zh x Zh nor that L is defined over Zh. Moreover the norm || . ||2 will not
necessarily be defined over Zh. Ail this leads to the following additional
définitions :
(ï)h For each h, || • \\h : Zh + Z —> R is a norm that satisfies
\\z\\h=

llzllz

VzeZ.

In so doing we further introducé :
(ii)^ A bilinear form ah: (Zh + Z) x (Zh + Z) —> R uniformly continuous in the sensé that 3M' independent of h such that
a ( v , z ) *M'\\y\\h\\z\\h

Vv, z e Zh +Z

and
(iii)/2 A linear form Lh : Zh —> R necessarily continuous.
Analogously we define :

IKH =

sup

ah(y,z).
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Now the family of approximate problems that we wish to solve is
&h)h where
e Zh such that

The main issue to be addressed is how to estimate the error y — yh measured
in the norm || . || h. Ho we ver in order to do so it is necessary to study
beforehand the existence and uniqueness of the solution of ( 3?h ). The answer
to both questions may be obtained by applying the following result slightly
adapted from Dupire's [12] (see Remark 2.1).
THEOREM 2.2 ([12]) : Under assumptions (i)h, (ii)h and (iii)h Zh being a
fini te dimensional space V/z, ( 0>h ) has a unique solution yh if and only if
(iv)h3ah>0
such that \/y e Zh
sup ah(y, z) 2* <*h\\y\\h
Furthermore the following estimate holds
a A inf ||y —z|| A + sup \a.(y, z) — L.(z)\

I.

(7)

Remark 2.1 : As Zh is a finite dimensional space we may disregard a
condition analogous to (v) for problem ( ^ A ) . Indeed in this context (iv)^
ensures that any matrix associated with form ah and space Zh is invertible. This
clearly suffices to establish both existence and uniqueness of a solution to

2.2. The case of the three-field Stokes system
Let us now go back to the main purpose of our study, that is, the
approximation of the three-field Stokes system (6).
First let us set it under form ( ^ ) and for this purpose we assume that
/ G L2(Q).

On the other hand, in order to simplify the notation we shall

only consider the case where g = 0 . The case where g is arbitrary may be
treated in an entirely analogous way, after performing non essential modifications in the analysis that follows.
The unknown z of our problem is the triple (er, u, p) which will be
searched for in space

xL20(Q) .
vol. 30, n° 4, 1996
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This space equipped with the natural norm
1/2

is a Hubert space. It is also so for any other equivalent norm such as the one
to be considered in Section 3.
In so doing the problem to solve is ;
Find (a, u, p) e Xsuch that
V(t, v,q)e

2

where
r» w , p ) , ( T , U , # ) ) = (0*|T) + (/?|div v ) — ( T [ £ ( M ) )
W ) - {<T\S{ V ) )

($)

and
| ) .

(9)

One can easily prove that every solution of ( # ) is a solution of (6) with
g = 0 , in the sensé of distributions and conversely, under certain regularity
assumptions on O, every solution of (6) with g - 0 is a solution of
On the other hand, the fact that ( 0* ) has a unique solution is a conséquence
of well-known results in connection with Theorem 2.1. Referring to the
author's recent work [30] for further details let us just say hère that» since form
a given by (8) is symmetrie, condition (iv) related to ( & ) is equivalent to the
following ones :
(vi) 3 ^ > 0 s u c h t h a t \fq e L\(Q)

(vii) 3f? > 0 such that Vu e u
where

sup

sup

T : c( v ) 2* /T|| i; || t
V if?

C

and
2

q div i f ^ P\\q\\0

div v = 0 a.e. in O} .
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The first condition is nothing but the classical LBB condition (see e.g. [21],
[5], [9]) for the Lagrange multiplier associated with the restriction
div u = 0. It is satisfied according to [19]. The second one was identified by
the author in [28] as a necessary condition in a more restrictive form exploited
in [16], and was given as such in [30] and [36]. It is actually a conséquence
of:

sup

%:z(t)^

^-

e(V);e(!?) =

l|e(t>)llo J n

"So^Jn

By classical density arguments, and by using intégration by parts, taking into
account that vt = 0 a.e. on dQ for every i, we dérive

sup

f r:e(~u
~) & P\$\x

with /T = ^ .

Remark 2.2 : The above calculations establishing that

are well-known. This relation is actually a particular case of Korn's second
inequality (e/[14]), stating that 3K2 > 0 such that Vl? e ~Êl(Q) that
vanishes a.e. on a portion of dQ ha ving non zero measure, then

However for fields belonging to a finite element subspace not included in
H](Q) these relations do not necessarily hold. This will be precisely the case
of a velocity space studied hereafter and in principle it will be necessary to
prove équivalence of both norms in the corresponding discrete version. Such
results are called discrete Korn's second inequality and although this is not
strictly necessary a proof of it is given in [35] for this space. •
Let us now switch to the discrete version of ( SP ) to be considered in this
work. For this purpose let us consider that Q is a domain having a polyhedral
boundary.
vol. 30, n° 4, 1996
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Let {?fh}h be a family of partitions of Q into tetrahedrons respecting the
usual conditions required for applying the finite element method (cf. [10]). In
partieular, if T dénotes a tetrahedron of 2Tft (considered hère to be an open set)
and defining for every bounded open set S of H3,
hs=

sup | x - y |

and

ps =

x , je 5

sup
B( x,e)cS,xe

{s}
S

we set as usual
h = max hT
1 €

J

and

p = min pT.
i e

h

J

h

Next we assume that family fâh}h is quasiuniform (cf. [10]), i.e, :
3c > 0 independent of h such that p > ch

\/h .

Let us associate with every partition 2Tft three finite dimension al spaces
Tft, Vh and Qh in such a way that T^, v h and Qh are the respective discrete
analogues of l / ( £ 0 , Hl0(Q)

and

LQ(O),

in which we will search for

approximations ah, u h and ph of a, w and p. In the cases considered in this
work we have Thczh*(Q)
and QhaL20(Q)sih,
but not necessarily
Vh cz

HQ(Q).

In this way among other possibilities the norm || . \\h that we

have selected hère for Zh = T^ x y ^ x 2^ is the one given by :
—»

2

||(r, »,9)ll f c =[lkllS+||e(»)|lo,*+lkllo]
\lf

00)

where

T e 3"A

whereby /? and S are a pair of functions, vector fields or tensors defined in each
element of 2TA, whose components belong to L 2 ( T) VF e Wh> Notice that this
will be the case of v , r or of (grad v ) , T and e( v ) , r V v e

vh.

Remark 23 : As we assume that V"? G "$h, i f e ^ " ( r ) V T e 3"A, we
will abusively dénote by grad t> the tensor of L2( O ) defined by
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while e( V ) will represent

v +(grad v

with div D = T r [e( t> ) ] . •
Notice that our choice implies that we will not be working with the norm
of Vh that appears to be the most natural in the present framework, that is5
norm | . \x h given by :

and

((R\S))lh~(gmdR\gmdS)h

where R and S play the same role as in (11).
Now let us introducé the variational form (^h) to be considered in
Section 3, namely, the standard Galerkin formulation, where

-,

-,

(12)

and
Lh = L.

(13)

With the above définitions problem ( SPh ) will take the form

)

Z

h that

V(T,

The analysis related to problem (&h) will be carried out in the light of an
adaption of the analysis given in [34] for the conforming case. Although the
essential modifications are aimed at using discrete norms or inner products, we
will recall below the main arguments of this analysis in order to clarify the
steps to follow.
First of all we observe that problem {0*\) may be set in the following
« mixed form ».
vol. 30, n° 4, 1996
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Let W and S be two Hubert spaces with norms || . || ^ and || . || - respectively. We wish to solve :
Find (/, 7r ) G *Fx S such that

where F e *¥\ G G S and c: *P x ¥* -> R with

and 6: ï 7 x ^ -> H are continuous bihnear forms over the respective pair of
spaces which they are applied to.
According to Theorem 2.1 problem ( M ) has a unique solution if and only
if 3a > 0 such that V(#, 7r)e W x S.
sup

[ c ( ^ V 0 + è(V'.*) + fc(*,O] > «11(^.^)11

(14)

where the above norm is the natural one for the product space W x E.
On the other hand, according to well-known results, the above condition is
satisfied if and only if {cf. [9])
• 3p>0 such that V£ G S, supfc(y/, Ç)
and
• 3y > 0 such that V/ G X,

sup c( y/, x ) ^ 7 II X il y where

e Y and ^(^,<^) = 0 V<J G S] .
Besides this, according to [12] constant a in (14) may be chosen to be
where

Ikll = sup

In the case of probiem ( ^ ^ ) we may take
• W=Thx^h
b((r,v),

and S=Qh
$ ) = (div v |

• F((z,v
) ) = -( 7 | ^ ) a n d
and we tnvially have
Ik|| ^ 2 .

(16)
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In this way, since X is space T^ x u h where
and
t)

will have a unique solution if and only if

(vi) A 3j8 A >0 such that Vq £ Qh sup (div ~t\q)h > Ph\\q\\0
(vii)/7 3yh > 0 such that V(<7, u ) e Thx Uh,
sup
(r. ï ) e S ,

Notice that condition (17) is nothing but the necessary and sufficient
condition for existence and uniqueness of a solution to a problem ( 3P ), which
is again of the form ( M ), with :
• ï r = TA

and

S=T^ A

• F = 0 and G ( ? ) = Hence by virtue of the same arguments as above we conclude that (17) is
satisfied if and only if
(viii)/2 3f?h > 0 such that

V ^ e i sup (T\e(~o))h>fi'h\\e(~v)\\Oth
since for every subspace S^ of Th, Vr G Sh,
sup (cr|r) = ||T|| 0

i.e. y = ||c|| = 1 .

Finally repeating the argument applied in [12] to the mixed problem under
considération, assumption (iv)ft of Theorem 2.2 applies as well to the new
mixed problem with ah = yh, where

'
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Summarizing we have :
THEOREM 2.3 ([34]) : Problem (&lh) satisfies condition (iv)/2 if and only if
i)/7 and (vii)/2 are satisfied, and in this case according to (15), (16), (18) :
(19)

Now recalling Theorem 2.2, since ah is clearly uniformly continuous (condition (ii)/,), under the assumption that u e Hk+l(Q)
and/? e Hk(Q) with
k integer, k ^ 1, we have :
(2a) If || . ||A is a norm over T^ x Vh x Qh (condition
{{i)h)\
(2b) If Ph and f?h in conditions (vi)/2 and (viii)A are independent of h ;
(2c) If the non conformity term can be bounded by CN(<r, u, p) hk where
CN is independent of h :
(2d) If both T^ and Qh = Qh ©{ 1} contain the space consisting of tensors
or functions whose components restricted to each element of <3'h is a
polynomial of degree less than or equal to k - 1, and if V h contains
the space of fields whose components (with suitable vanishing properties of the boundary of Q ) restricted to each element of ?fh is a
polynomial of degree less than or equal to k,
then there wilî exist a constant C( u, p ) independent of h such that
|| ( a , u , p ) - { o h , u h , p h ) \ \ h ^ C ( u , p ) h k .

Since condition (2d) is classical in finite element theory, in the next section
all the analysis will be devoted to proving condition (2b) besides the bound
given by (2c) for the non conformity term, after having treated appropriately
issue (2a).
In the remainder of this work a capital C in different forms will represent
constants independent of h.

3. A STABLE SECOND ORDER METHOD

In this Section we equip HlQ( Q ) with the norm || e( . ) || 0. According to
Remark 2.2, H0(Q) is also a Hubert space with the corresponding inner
product. Let us then study the particular form of approximate problem
^ , defined as follows :
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Let AV /,2, Xv À4 be the barycentric coordinates of a generic tetrahedron Tt
related to the respective vertices S(i i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and (pT = kx X2 À3 A4 be the
bubble function of T. We define :
• Th = 7^ 0 7f where
7^ = { ü | ü e C°(Ô)

and

i>|r e P , ( r )

VTe^}

Pk(X) being the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k
defined in an open set X of IR", and

V„ = V°h © Vf, where

< = H v e W vre g-J
and Vh (cf. [29]) is the space of those function s v whose restriction to
each 7 e 9"^ is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to two, and that
satisfy the following continuity and nullity properties :
1) f is continuous at the centroid of every face common to two distinct
tetrahedrons of ?Fh ;
2) v = 0 at the centroid of every face of an element of ?fh contained in
dü;
3) Over every edge / of 2T^ not contained in dü the values

related to all the tetrahedrons containing / coïncide, M being the
mid-point of / and v = 9/5 ;
4) /z( v ) = 0 if / d dQ.
Qh is the space Qh n L20( Q ) where

Notice that a function of Th is uniquely defined in each tetrahedron by its
values at the four vertices and in four arbitrarily chosen distinct inner points.
On the other hand the choice of degree of freedom that appears to be natural
in order to uniquely define a function v e Vh in a tetrahedron T, consists of the
values ft(v) (2) given in condition 3) of the définition of V^ related to the six
edges of T, the values of v at the four centroids of faces of T, and at the
barycenter of T itself (see also [29]).
(2) Called parametrized degrees of freedom.
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Fmally the set of degrees of freedom used to umquely deflne a function of
Qh in a tetrahedron T is somewhat arbitrary, smce in gênerai such a function
is discontinuous at interelement boundanes. One may take for instance the
three components of the gradient of the function in T and ïts own value at the
barycenter of T.
Now let us address issue (2a) for the so-defined problem
^
LEMMA

3 1:

The

expression

||£( v ) \ \ 0

h

defines

a

norm

Proof : Clearly the lemma will be proved if we venfy that

In this case we have

s(~v)\T=O

V 7 e 3" A .

Now, according to [13] this implies that in each tetrahedron T, v is of the form
a + b A x where a and b are two constant vectors, and A dénotes the
vector product. Let us take a tetrahedron To having at least one face F
contamed in dQ. We then note that for every linear function v such as the
components of v |T the degree of freedom ƒ,( v ) associated with an edge /
reduces to v(M) where M is the mid-point of /. Moreover v(M) = 0 for
M e F if v e Hl0(Q)

+ V\ Hence, lettmg Af,, M2 and M3 be the rrud-

points of the three edges of F with position vectors x
letting xt=
implies that

x t— xv

—>

i = 1,2, the condition

—>

v

x2 and x v and

a + b A x = 0 over F

—•»

6 A * ! = 0

and

Since the tetrahedrons of ?Fh are not degenerated by assumption, x

x

and

x 2 are not parallel Thus b = 0 , which also implies that a = 0 .
vamshes at M r
Now the same argument apphes to every tetrahedron having a face common
to To, since the three edge degrees of freedom of the components of v related
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whenever

v e V h + Hl0( Q ) is piecewise linear. In this way we can sweep the whole
partition 3'h successively and we thus conclude that v |r = 0 , V71 e 2Tft.
q.e.d.
•
Remark 3.1 : Although this is not necessary to carry out the analysis that
will follow, it is possible to prove that Lh is uniformly continuous, or
equivalently that the norm of Lh can be bounded above independently of h.
This is a conséquence of the validity of discrete Korn's third inequality,
namely : There exists a constant K3 independent of h such that

The essential tooi needed to prove this inequality is a regularity result for the
hookean elasticity System in a polyhedron due to Grisvard [20].
•
Let us now turn to issue (2b). In this respect, we first recall that, according
to [29] the pair of spaces V h and Qh satisfies the following condition :
3p > 0 independent of h such that

Qh,

sup

o •

Therefore, since we trivially have

condition (yï)h is satisfied in the present case with f$h = ƒ?.
Let us then prove that condition (viii)^ also holds for the element studied
in this Section, with a constant ft independent of h.
In order to do so let us first characterize Uh for the method under
considération.
LEMMA 3.2 : Let v e uh and T e 3"A. Then the restriction of c( v ) over
T is a linear combination of the twenty-four tensors etJi 1 =£ i ^ 4,
1 ^ 7 ^ 6 , given below :

i =£ 4 .

JL= 1

for
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with

for

E

IJ~

e

, =

K
JU

2

-»

f r

°

1 «7< 3
4 ^7^ 6

(21)

1

k h^ 1 , 2 , 3}

where e represents the j-th vector of an orthonormal référence frame
associated with coordinates xvx2 and xv and 0 dénotes the tensor product,

and xt k = x{ k — xG^, where xt k and xGk are respectively the k-th cartesian
coordinate of i-th vert ex and of the barycenter of T.

Proof : First notice that the restriction of e( v ) to a tetrahedron I e 3"ft for
v e V^is of the form
4

6

(22)

e(v
where the c\s and the c^y are real coefficients.
On the other hand, if i; e u. then

pTr[e( v )] dT=O,

V/7 e P , ( r ) .

Now take p - xt - xG/, / = 1, 2, 3. Since V/, rr[£ y ] = A(
^ j ' ^ 3 and Tr[etJ] = o ' for 4 ^ j ^ 6. from (22) we have

"^^1

"^^1

FT

I^^I

*J T

for

l/Ai
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1
20

2

*,.i ~

5 X

\T\

1

\\T\ = -20

Moreover, since <pT vanishes on dT we have

Therefore we have
4

3

Recalling (22), it follows that V v e Vft we have

which leads to (20). q.e.d. •
In the same way as in Section 2 the following result holds :

'0 H0
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with ro\T=c( v ) | r , V r e 2Tfc. Hence, similarly to [16] and [34] we may
assert that the resuit we are searching for in connection with condition
will hold, if we are able to construct xh e Th such that

KK?))A=(rolc(^))*. yvel)h

(23)

and
II TA II o ^ ^ IIr o II o '

with

^ independent of h .

(24)

Clearly (23) will hold if V7 e <5h we have
(^l£)r=(T0|e)r,

Vfie£5r

(25)

where ETs is the space of symmetrie tensors generated by the e'jS,
1 =£ i ^ 4, 1 ^ 7 ' ^ 6 given by (20).
Taking into account the fact that Tch is locally generated by the tensors
ët, 1 ^ i ^ 4, 1 =ï j ^ 6 defined like the e''s by replacing in (21) Xt
—^

with

Xt (pT, assuming

that

(25) holds

for a given

?4

rh, 3 ! r e R ,

f = ( r n , ..., *16, ..., f4p ..., ^46) such that

In so doing, setting in (25) £ successively equal to £ , 1 ^ / ^ 4,
1 ^ y ^ 6, and dividing both sides of the resulting relation by | T\, it is
readily seen that (25) is equivalent to the System

where

t ° = (t°n;...,

t°l6,..., t°4l,..., t°46) e IR24 is the vector given by

Therefore, since every entry of À is an O( 1 ), if we prove that
det A = O( 1 ) ^ 0, every entry of A~ l will also be an O( 1 ). This will imply
in turn the existence of a constant independent of h that is an upper bound of
|| A~ ] ||. Such bound is essential to establish (24), as seen in Theorem3.1
below (see also [34]).
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given by
(26)

For the sake of clearness it is convenient to consider A as a 1 2 x 1 2 block
matrix, i.e., A={AIJ}21 J=v where
• An is the matrix whose coefficients correspond to values 1 ^ j ,
n =£ 3 ;
• Al2 is the matrix whose coefficients correspond to values
4 ^ j ^ 6
and
1^ n ^ 3;
• A21 is the matrix whose coefficients correspond to values
1 =S j; ^ 3
and
4 ^ n ^ 6;
• A22 is the matrix whose coefficients correspond to values 4 ^ j ,
rc =S 6.
As a eonsequence, we consider the following ordering of the unknowns : 11,
12, 13 ; 21, 22, 23 ; 31, 32, 33 ; 41, 42, 43/14, 15, 16 ; 24, 25, 26 ; 34, 35, 36 ;
44, 45, 46.
In so doing we have the following lemmas :
3.3 : A2I is a null matrix.
Proof : The lemma is a simple eonsequence of the fact that ~èmn = cmn for
4 ^ n ^ 6.
q.e.d.
•
LEMMA

LEMMA 3.4 : A22 is the positive definite matrix whose entries are given by

Proof : The values given above for the entries of A22 are obtained through
a straightforward calculation by applying the following formula (cf [38]) :

The fact that such a matrix is positive definite is a simple eonsequence of
the following argument: V y e R12, y = (y I4 , yl5,y]6,...,
6

9!

2J

JL

j , n = 4 /, m
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•

We are primarily concerned about knowing whether det A vanishes or not.
By virtue of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 the question may be shifted to det Alv since
det.4 = det An det A22. In order to prove that det Au = O( 1 ) ^ 0, let us
subdivide in turn An into sixteen blocks Bm\ 1 =£ i, m ^ 4, where Bmt is
the 3x3matrix whose entry [Bmi]jn is (£ m n |£ y ) r /|T| for 1 ^ j ,
n ^ 3. We actually have :
LEMMA 3.5 : With the above notations the entries of An are given by
[*"%. = ffi [55 <5,,,(2 +*5 fm )- 84 */"']
w h e r e

b™ =

(28)

^xm,J.

Proof : The lemma is a direct conséquence of a straightforward calculation
from (26) by applying again formula (27). q.e.d. •
According to Lemma 3.5 matrix A does depend on T because of the
expressions of b™ given by (28). However we have :
3

LEMMA

3

3.6 : The sum 2 b™ does not depend on T.

Proof : We have
= grad A,
—»

where x m is the vector leading from the barycenter of T to vertex Sm
Moreover

where /m is the médian of T passing through vertex Sm, ht is the height of T
passing through vertex 5/S and 6im is the angle between grad kt and x m, that
is, the angle formed by segments lm and /zf duly oriented in the sensé of the
respective vertices. Since /, is the hypotenusa of a right triangle whose catheti
are hx and the segments joining the intersection of ht and Z( with the face
opposite to St we have
cos9

=

On the other hand, for i ^ m, by drawing a parallel to ht passing through the
centroid of the face opposite to Sm we construct another right triangle whose
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catheti are the lower fourth of hx on this lme, and the segment joining the
intersection of the latter with the face opposite to S, to vertex S . Since / is
the hypotenusa of the so-constructed triangle, taking into account the orientation of h and / . we have

ifi

m.

ït follows that

(29)

2
7=1

q.e.d.
•
As a final preparatory resuit we have.
LEMMA 3.7 : The determinant of Au is a constant Independent of h.
Proof: Let

According to Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 d is the determinant of the block matrix
Do consisting of sixteen 3 x 3 blocks, where block D™, 1 ^ i, m ^ 4 is of
the form £>^ =110 7 - 8 4 D™ if i * m, and DQ =1651- 84 D1^ with
'b™ b™ b™
b™ b™ b™
b

T bi' bT

Similarly to [34], we first subtract the (3/c)-th row from the
( 3 f c - l ) - t h and the ( 3 Â : - 2 ) - t h rows of D o , for k = 1,2,3,4, threreby
obtaining matrix Dv Next we add the ( 3 f c - 2 ) - t h and the ( 3 A : - l ) - t h
columns of Dj to its 3 k-th column. Taking into account (29) we thus obtain
a block matrix D2 containing sixteen 3 x 3 blocks, where block D™ is given
by
0
110

110
0
-84&7
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and
165
O

O
165

O
O

- 84 b" - 84 b\ 102
Next we notice that, by means of a suitable permutation of rows and
columns in which the 3 A;-th (resp. column) becomes the k-\h row (resp.
column), k = 1, 2, 3, 4, the determinant of D2 — hence the one of DQ — is
the determinant of a matrix D3 that is in fact the block matrix { D ^ ^ ^ j of the
following form :
• Dx3 is the 4 x 4 matrix whose diagonal entries are 102 and the offdiagonal entries are 131 ;
12
a 4 x 8 matrix involving coefficients b™, j = l , 2 ,
D
IS
1 m, i
4;
• D1^ is the 8 x 8 block matrix whose 2 x 2 diagonal blocks are 165 ƒ and
whose 2 x 2 off-diagonal blocks are 110 L
As a conséquence we have det DQ = detD^1 det D232.
Moreover in the same way as det D*1, the determinant of D22 is the one of
a 4 x 4 matrix whose diagonal entries are all equal to r and whose off-diagonal
entries are all equal to s, whereby for D3 , r— 165 and s— 110 .
By a straightforward caiculation we show that the value of such determinant
is ( r - s)3(r+ 3 s ) . It immediately follows that det Z)o, and hence
det Au is a non zero constant which proves the lemma, q.e.cl.
•
Summarizing the arguments given above we have the following results.
THEOREM 3 . 1 : VT 0 e LA ( Q ) there exists a unique zh e T^ that satisfies
(23) and (24).
Proof : This result is a conséquence of Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.7. Indeed
according to them the spectral norm of A~ l is bounded above by a constant
independent of h. In this way from classical results there exist
and C2 such
that

WAT
This implies the existence of C for which (24) holds. Finally recalling that (23)
is fulfilled by construction, the result follows. q.e.d.
•
THEOREM 3.2 : Condition (iv)h is satisfied with a constant ah independent
ofh.
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Proof: According to Theorem 3.1 (viii)^ is satisfied with f?h independent of
h. Hence, recalling (19) and the fact that (vi)h also holds with Ph independent
of h, the result follows, q.e.d.
•
Now all that is left to do is treating condition (2c). For this purpose we
have :
3.3 : IfQ is a polyhedron, u e H3(Q) andp e H2(Q),
the f ami ly {?fh}h is quasiuniform, there exists *€ such that
THEOREM

_sup

\ah((c,~u,p)>(T9~v,q))-Lh((TJ~v,q))\

and if

^

Proof : First we note that a e H2(Q). Thus since
- div a + grad p = ƒ a.e. in Q ,
we have
—»

n • v dS
dT

Now Standard arguments for non conforming éléments (cf. [29]) lead to

X f [<J-pI]7.tdS= 2 E f ^.["i?-<("?)] dF,
where 7rf( i?) is the L2-orthogonal projection of f onto P X(F), and
i

(30)

defined over T for n constant equal to the unit outer normal with respect to
F
Notice that by the Trace Theorem [23], for F c dQ the sum of the
restrictions of w to F from both sides of this face is zero. On the other hand,
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according to [29], for each face Ff both orthogonal projections onto PX(F) in
the sensé of L2( F ) of v e vh restncted to F from the tetrahedrons contamîng this face coïncide if F cz dQ The same projection vanishes if F cz dQ
Thus

E f [tr-pI-\~2.~vdS= 2
W, J dT

TG

x

Te 3,

Now setting CÜJ. H 2 (T) X P 2 ( r ) -> Rt where

wÇ<^,"?)= f [T?-<( T?)].[7?-7rf( 7?)]rfF,
and going to the référence tetrahedron 7, for a face F of f corresponding
to F we have

•flw/7<"^,l?)=<Ö^* . v ) " ƒ [ * - < ( * ) ] . [ü«<(v)]rfF
Equipping P2(f)
œT

2

JÎ (Î)

x ~P2(Î)

with the norm
->R

||.||2p

w

(31)

^ notice that the form

is contmuous

On the other hand, according to [10], and takmg into account that
and V^ G ~f AÎ)

Î
Vive P,(f)

and Vfi G P2(f)

such that cô'r(w, v ) ^ Cj(f ) | * | 2 T \v | 2 r

Vwe^2(î)

and

2 ( )
Going back to the genene element T and reeallmg (30) and (31), following
classical results there exists C, such that

7)

=S C , fe3[|a|^

r +

|p| 2 2 T]m

\v\2

T,

which yields
(32)
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On the other hand V/.y, k e {1, 2, 3} we have :

dXj dxk

2 ax^ax y

dxj

2 dxj \dxk

dxj

2 dxt

Thus according to classical inverse inequalities (cf [10]) for families of
quasiuniform partitions (33), implies the existence of constants C2 and C3 such
that :

f| li/) ^C 2 | e (l?)| 1 ^-^|| e öf)|| 0|A , V?ef f c .

(34)

Finally, recalling (32) we may assert that there exists ^ , such that

2 f [o-Pr\~2.~ods
Te 9" JdT

sup
V

)Ho.

which proves the Theorem. q.e.d.
•
Finally, recalling Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3.1 and (2a), (2b), (2c), and noticing that (2d) holds with k = 2, we readily have :
THEOREM 3.4 : Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, there exists a constant C independent of h such that the solution (er^, u h,ph) of problem
(P\) satisfies :

—> —>3
2
Remark 3.2 : T h e regularity assumptions u e H (Q) and/? e H (Q) are
not fulfilled in gênerai for the class of domains considered here, even if
ƒ e Hl(Q).
Therefore, strictly speaking,
stronger regularity assumptions that led to
employed in the littérature, should undergo
accommodate smoother domains. Here we
curved éléments.
•

the kind of analysis based on
Theorem 3.4, though currently
some modifications in order to
mean to consider appropriate

4. SOME FIRST ORDER METHODS

The method studied in the previous section is surely attractive from several
standpoints. In this respect it should be stressed more particularly that second
order approximations with a discontinuous pressure are obtained while the
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number of involved degrees of freedom is reduced to a minimum, at least as
far as local stability analysis are concerned (see also [34J). However still that
method has a high implementation cost for the class of problems under
considération, in terms of the computers available nowadays. For this reason
we shall add in this section a brief study of some first order methods, which
are signiflcantly less costly for solving the three-field Systems of the type
considered in this work.
Remark 4.1 ; All the methods to be presented hereafter are based on the
Galerkin formulation. A Galerkin-least-squares method ha ving no connection
with those already considered in [17] is introduced in [35], Actually it seems
to be very promising not only due to the use of discontinuous pressures, but
mainly because a relatively simple formulation involving only one parameter
is employed. •
Let us turn to the study of five new Galerkin type methods. Three of them
stem from a particular two-field (velocity-pressure) method for tetrahedrons
with a continuous pressure. First order convergence results were proven to
hold for ail of them, but hère for the sake of conciseness we skip the details
of those proofs. The other two methods are based on two-field methods with
a discontinuous pressure for parallelotopes and tetrahedrons respectively.
Although the author strongly conjectures that first order convergence results
apply to both methods, it has not y et been possible to conclude them up to
now, because the corresponding analyses in volve a number of intrincate
technicalities. The option to include them in this work is explained by the fact
that both look very promising in terms of computational efficiency. Such a
priori évaluation applies in particular to the parallelotopic element and actually for this reason it would be interesting to implement it in the near future.
All the Galerkin methods considered below are conforming. Thus, recalling
the expression of the bilinear form for problem (6) given by (8), together with
the expression of the right hand side given by (9), the approximate problem
in this case reduces to

(

Find (a h , u h,ph) G Zh such that
))

U(

))

V(T,

V,q)eZ„

where
Z

H = T„ x ~$h x Qh c Lj(fi) x ~Hl(Q) x L20(Q) .

Error bound (7) then simply becomes
(35)
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where ah is a strictly positive constant which supposedly satisfies
sup

a(y,z)>

We further recall that, according to (22) we have

where fth and /^satisfy respectively :
Ph>0

and

/T A >0

and

sup (#|div v ) ^ fih\\q\\0

sup (T\e(7))>p'h\\~»\\l

V# e Qh

(36)

V~o e "? f c .

(37)

In the following we specify the spaces Vh, Qh and T^ defining the different
methods that are introduced. We also state what has been possible to prove for
each one of them in terms of inequalities (35), (36) and (37). Here again we
assume that Q is a polyhedron not necessarily convex and naturally enough,
that ?Th belongs to a quasiuniform family of partitions {SF^}^
(I) Let 2TA be a partition of Q into tetrahedrons. For the first three methods
we have :
n Hl0{Q)\v.Te
• Qh-Qh<^ Lo( & ) where
e Pj(T)

V i e 2TJ .

The construction of this pair of spaces follows an author's proposai for treating
incompressible media [26]. It fulfills condition (36) with fih independent of h
(çf- [3]). As for T^ we propose the following structures :
(la) Tft = T"©T£ where
, = constant VTe 9"^}

where T. = jcy € / <S> £ ,> ' = 1, 2, 3.
(Ib) T » = T > T ; where
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(Ie) TA = T f ® T £ e Q „ where

In all the above three cases condition (37) holds with a constant
Ph independent of h. As a conséquence the nght hand side of (35) may be
estimated as follows, assuming that u e H (Q) and p e H
\\(a,~iï,p)-((ih^h,ph)\\z

(Q)

^ C7i(|"ï?| 2 + |/7|,)

with C independent of h.
Notice that among those three methods, only (Ie) allows the solution of
viscoelastic flow Systems with any approach, smce the extra stress tensor is
continuous. Indeed, this renders the extrastress transport term 2 w, -— computable in the discrete case, whatever algonthm is used to solve the nonlmear
problem. Nevertheless, if a numencal technique based on Lesaint & Raviart'
scheme [22] is employed, both methods (Ia) and (Ib) become feasible. In this
context method (Ib) appears to be more efficient than (Ia) smce only the stress
jumps at inter-element boundaries of the constant components of 7^ have to
be taken into account (cf. [15]), while the role of the T^ components is to
ensure the stability of the method In this respect we conjecture that the latter
may even be omitted m this transport term, without any loss of accuracy.
(II) Let <3'h be a partition of Q mto non degenerated convex parallelotopes,
whose définition we recall : Letting H be the unit référence cube
[ - 1, 1] x [ - 1, 1] x [- 1, 1] of R3, referred to a coordinate system
x = (jc p JC2, x 3 ), we consider QX(H) to be the space of polynomials in JC, of
degree lesss than or equal to one in each variable xr An element H e ?Fh is the
image of H through a given invertible mappmg &H : M —> IR3 such that
( * w ) , 6 ö,(tf),
i=l,2.3
For this method we have :
• Vh=Whr\HlQ(Q)
where

• Qh = {q\q e LQ(Q )
• TA = W A 0 T ^

and

q is constant m H

\/H e

where

with r/t = rj o0^\
i = 1, 2, ..., 18, rj[ benig defined over H and referred to
the basis {ê} 3 = ] , associated with JC, where fjt = <p£l9
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with

ç> = (\ -x])(\

2

-x 2)(\

-f3)

and

l{ = | ^ ® \i

for f = 1,2, 3 ;

C, = êk © Iy + I7 © 1^

with j =* k, for / = j + k + 1 ;
f/ = 2j + 3 k ^ 9 and

l( = i z ( êk®êJ
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+ eJ<8>ëk) with 7, A; and / distinct, for i = 3 / + 2(7 + k ) ;

C = *#*, ê, <8> ê,

with7, /: and / distinct, for i = 2 / + 3(y -f /: ) + 1 .

Remark 4.2 : From the computational point of view space Th corresponds
to an extra- stress finite element with three inner nodes, besides the vertices
of the parallelotopes.
•
For such an element, in the case where every H e ST^ is rectangular, we are
able to prove that (37) holds with a constant fïh independent of h similarly to
[33], However it is well-known that to the best condition (36) holds with
Ph — O(h) (cf. [25]). The way out seems to be the attempt to prove like in
[25] that, at least in the particular case where there is an even number of
éléments in each direction (Q being also rectangular) the velocity converges
.—> —»
—>
with \u — u h\x- Oyh), u and p being smoother than for methods (I). In
this case we would also have || a — ah ||0 = O( h ) under the same assumptions on the mesh and on u and p . As for the pressure, only a post-processing
using as input the computed values of u h and oh would yield reasonable
accuracy. A description of such a procedure will be given in a forthcoming
author's publication, as soon as computer tests involving this three-field finite
element will be concluded.
Remark 4.3 : Theoretically in the case of non rectangular parallelotopes it
is necessary to refer the 77/s to a particular frame for each element of 2Th. In
this respect the author reports to the final remarks in [32]. However it seems
that in practice the use of a fixed frame for all the éléments causes no harm
to stability.
•
(III) Let 2Tft be a partition of Q into tetrahedrons. For this method we have :
•

Vh = Qh n HQ( Q )ffi VFh where Qh is the space related to the pressure
space for éléments (I) and

and ^ j ^ , }

—>

where n t, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 is the outer normal to the face opposite to vertex
St of T.
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L220{Q)
Th = Qh®TBh®Th
element (le) and

and

q^T= constant

VF e 2TJ

where TBh is the space used in the définition of

where
= Àt q>^nl <g> ~nt,

i = 1,2,3,4.

While on the one hand the pair ( V h, Qh ) fulfills condition (36) with fih
independent of h (cf. [19]), for the moment we can only conjecture that (37)
holds with Ph independent of h. ïn the present case the proof of such resuit
involves intrincate and fastidious calculations, but in any case if (37) holds,
then we have a three-field method with a discontinuous pressure for which
(35) yields :

provided ~u e 1Î2(Q) and p e

H\Ü).

Remark 4.4 : This element has a variant with a nonconforming velocity in
which in the définition of VFh, <pT/At is replaced by

2
The so defined pair ( V h, Qh ) should satisfy condition (36) adapted with
( . | • )/» instead of ( • | . ), according to [27] and [31]. The nonconformity
term can be treated in a similar way to the case considered in [27], Hère again
we conjecture that the right choice of Th for (36) to hold with
Ph independent of h is the same as above, or yet a modification of this space
in which (pT is replaced with

in order to render the element computationaily simpler.
•
Final Remark : A summary on the new éléments for the three-field Stokes
System in three-dimension space introduced by the author is given at the end
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of [35], together with some miscellaneous remarks. Among those, some
comments are made on the computational efficiency of the Galerkin approach
vs. the Galerkin least-squares one, in the context of viscoelastic flow.
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